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Abstract

This paper describes an investigation of 20 different meta-
search engines. Their features were characterised and
classi�ed into six distinct categories based on their
functionality and use. The most used features and unique
features were speci�ed and explained in detail. The
�ndings of this study will bene�t both meta-search-engine
developers and ordinary search users.
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Introduction

The amount of information on the Internet is
enormous. There are billions of Web pages
available on the Internet. Finding relevant
information from an overwhelming amount of
irrelevant information is one of the major
concerns in the electronic environment
(Repman and Carlson, 1999). The search
engine (SE) is an effective and ef� cient
Internet information search tool that has been
developed to help users solve this problem.
The search engine has become the most used
and powerful search means to � nd
information on the Internet (Dreilinger and
Howe, 1997). Basically a single SE crawls
Web pages at regular intervals and indexes
them. Then it creates its own database for
later searches. However, it is virtually
impossible for any single SE to index the
entire Web. In most of cases a single SE can
index only a portion of Web pages on the
Internet or concentrate on a speci� c area.
Therefore, using multiple SEs can retrieve a
broader scope of information than a single SE.
Using multiple SEs gives users a better chance
to access more information but it requires a
series of multiple single search engine
searches.

The meta-search engine (MSE) is a useful
alternative to the time-consuming practice of
multiple SE searches (Garman, 1999). Unlike
individual SEs and subject directory-based
information systems, MSEs do not crawl the
Internet and therefore they do not maintain
their own databases. Instead, they direct a
user’s search query simultaneously to several
individual single SEs, get results from all the
submitted SEs, and present them to users via
an interface (Bruemmer, 2000). Users could
thus save a lot of time and effort by using a
single search interface to conduct multiple
searches among multiple single SEs. It would
be particularly helpful if users are looking for a
broad range of results.

Categorisation
In terms of MSE classi� cation (Bazaz, 2002),
there are two basic groups. The � rst group is
called “pseudo” MSEs. They exclusively
arrange search results by single SEs and
provide separate retrieval results from a single
SE. In other words, “pseudo” MSEs search a
number of SEs but do not collate searchOnline Information Review
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results. Since search results are organized by
SEs and are not collated, duplicate results
may be inevitable. It will take a longer time for
users to eliminate duplicate results from a
result list. The second group is called “real”
MSEs. Most of the MSEs we investigated in
this study are in this category. These real
MSEs provide collated retrieval results and
offer some control mechanisms such as � lter
and timeout. They return a single result list,
where duplicate items are removed and result
display format is standardised. It is apparent
that “real” MSEs are much better than
“pseudo” MSEs in terms of search ef� ciency
and search result presentation.

Strength and weaknesses
The major strength of a MSE is its parallel
processing of a search query (Notess, 1998),
which is the ability to access a group of SEs on
the Web and to offer various options for
ranking the results. In addition, MSEs can
remove duplicate records. Their capabilities
for ranking results against different criteria
such as URL, title, relevance, speed, or source
can make search result browsing much more
informative, � exible and diverse.

However, some features of single SEs have
to be compromised if they are included in a
MSE. That is, some MSEs may not support
advanced searching techniques or features
available in a single SE such as advanced
Boolean operations. Moreover, MSEs
generally do not conduct exhaustive searches:
they do not bring back complete results from
each of the individual SEs. In other words,
they only return the top 10 to 100 hits from
each of the SEs to their � nal result lists.
However, some MSEs address this need by
providing query links back to the individual
SEs so that users can browse more results
from a source (Liu, 1999).

There are many factors affecting MSE
performance. Ultimately, their performance
re� ects the combination of individual SEs
included. The capacities of single SEs vary,
e.g. how long it takes to respond to a query.
Therefore, MSEs usually have a timeout
period limitation mechanism. If a particular
SE does not respond to a query within a
certain time, it will be ignored.

Recently many MSEs have developed their
own unique features to gain the competitive
advantage in the market. One of the threads in
current meta-search studies is a focus on
system architecture such as database selection

(Meng et al., 2001), adaptive behaviour (Fan
and Gauch, 1999), and MSE algorithms
(Huang et al., 2000). Another thread looks at
evaluations, characteristic and feature
comparisons among those top MSEs.
However, most of these studies focused on
only either a single MSE such as MetaSEEk
(Beigi et al., 1998) or a single feature of a MSE
such as multi-language support (Patel, 2002).
The research so far lacks a complete and
systematic investigation of MSEs.

Objective of the research
The aims of this study are to investigate major
MSEs, to analyse their basic, advanced, and
exclusive characteristics and features, to
categorise them, and to identify the most
common and unique MSEs.

Another purpose of this study is to help
users to select reliable and suitable MSEs, to
become familiar with both basic and unique
features of a MSE, and to effectively and
ef� ciently use a MSE. We also provide
constructive suggestions and advice for MSE
designers and developers to improve their
systems.

Feature analysis

The comparison and evaluation process
began with identifying currently available
MSEs. Selection criteria were developed
mainly based on popularity, unique features,
search engine coverage, and future potential.
An initial examination of MSEs, which came
either from previous research or from
searching online, indicated that while many
MSEs were available, some of them did not
meet our selection criteria. We screened over
40 MSEs and discarded approximately half of
them due to reasons such as lack of
representative features or low popularity.
After eliminating unsuitable MSEs, we
retained about 20 MSEs for further analysis.

These 20 MSEs were compared and
analysed from six distinct perspectives: search
engine coverage, results presentation, feature
control, search support, system monitoring,
and other features. These six categories will be
addressed separately in detail.

Search engine coverage
The search engine coverage refers to the
number of different single SEs to which a
MSE directs its queries. It is one of the
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important variables affecting search
effectiveness. Generally speaking, the more
single SEs a MSE covers, the better it is. The
number of SEs included varies dramatically,
ranging from three to 16. Based on the
statistics of 20 MSEs, AltaVista (13),
LookSmart (13), and Yahoo (13) were the
most popular single SEs covered by MSEs
(Note: the number behind a search engine
indicates the number of the MSEs that cover
that search engine). It is interesting that the
popular SE Google was not included in most
of the MSEs. Another variable, affecting
whether or not a single SE is included in a
MSE, is payment. In other words, if search
engine companies pay a MSE, their SEs will
be included (Sullivan, 2001). In addition,
results from paid SEs were posted at the top of
those MSE result lists. Some MSEs listed
search results from paid SEs separately. The
� ndings show that InfoGraid (16), Kartoo
(15), and qbSearch (15) were the best MSEs
in terms of search engine coverage.

For the coverage summary see Table I.
Single SEs are listed as rows and MSEs are
listed as columns. The number behind each a
single SE is the total number of the MSEs that
contain that single SE. The number below
each MSE is total of single SEs it covers. Due
to space limitation, abbreviations for the
MSEs are used in all tables. The abbreviations
and their corresponding MSE full names, and
their URLs are listed below:
. A Dogpile (www.dogpile.com).
. B EZ2Find (www.ez2� nd.com).
. C Highway61 (www.highway61.com).
. D IBoogie (www.iboogie.com).
. E InfoGrid (www.infogrid.com).
. F Ithaki (www.ithaki.net).
. G IxQuick (www.Ixquick.com).
. H Kartoo (www.kartoo.com).
. I Mamma (www.mamma.com).
. J MetaCrawler

(www.metacrawler.com).
. K MetaGopher

(www.metagopher.com).
. L Metor (www.metor.com).
. M ProFusion (www.profusion.com).
. N qbSearch (www.qbsearch.com).
. O QueryServer

(www.queryserver.com).
. P Search.com (www.search.com).
. Q SurfWax (www.surfwax.com).
. R Turbo10 (www.turbo10.com).
. S Vivisimo (www.vivisimo.com).

. T WebCrawler
(www.Webcrawler.com).

The MSEs are alphabetically arranged.

Results presentation
Results presentation refers to the display of
multiple single SE results (see Table II).
There are 12 basic features identi� ed in this
category. Since each single SE may have a
different result display format, MSE must
provide users with a standardised structure for
multiple display formats. Basic and necessary
elements of a result record must be identi� ed
in the display structure. We found that
elements such as Web page description and
URL were included in all investigated MSEs.
The other element, SE source (where results
come from), was also presented by 18 MSEs.
The relevance indicator (6 MSEs) shows the
level of similarity between a returned Web
page and a query. In most cases, this relevance
was expressed in the form of icons such as
stars and circles, or as a percentage.

It is worth pointing out that features with
low frequencies may still be important. It is
the low frequency features that sometimes
make MSEs unique and outstanding. For
instance, unique features such as the
homepage indicator (one MSE) (whether a
returned Web page is a home page), page
element summary (one MSE), publication
date (one MSE), or translation (two MSEs)
were only covered by one or two SE(s) but
they were very helpful for users. The
publication date refers to the posting/updating
date of a returned Web page. The date is
presented only if it is available on its original
Web page. Translation is a function that lets
English speakers browse a variety of non-
English Web pages. If search results are not in
English, activation of the translation function
would lead to an automatic translation into
English. The return position indicates the
position of a Web page in its source SE results
list. Notice that return positions of the same
Web page in different SEs might be different
in most cases. This information will give users
an opportunity to observe how each SE
responds to a query. If a MSE has a subject
path feature and an included SE is also
supported by a subject directory, a detailed
path of a returned Web page in the subject
directory would be shown. A page element
summary summarises and presents how many
images, hyperlinks, and words a page
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Table I Search engine coverage

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Number of search engines 11 8 14 8 16 10 13 15 8 12 8 13 11 15 11 14 7 3 9 12
7Search (1)
About (9)
Ah-ha (4)
AllTheWeb (5)
AltaVista (13)
AOL (5)
Ask Jeeves (7)
BBC (1)
Britannica (2)
Business.com (2)
Clearinghouse (1)
CNN (2)
DirectHit (2)
Dmoz (2)
Encarta (1)
EntireWeb (1)
Exalead (1)
EPilot (1)
Excite (3)
Fast (7)
FindWhat (9)
Gigablast (3)
Go (1)
GoClick (1)
Google (7)
Goto (3)
HotBot (5)
Inktomi (2)
Kanoodle (3)
Lll (1)
LookSmart (13)
Lycos (6)
MSN (11)
Netscape (4)
Nomade (1)
Northernlight (3)
ODP (2)
Open Directory (10)
OpenFind (2)
Overture (7)
Raging Search (1)
SearchHippo (3)
Sprinks (7)
Teoma (12)
Thunderstone (1)
ToileQuebec (1)
Vizzavi (1)
Voila (2)
Wisenut (10)
Yahoo (14)
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contains. The preview feature can
automatically pop up a window to show the
full content of a returned Web page. The
sequential number feature automatically
assigns a sequential number for each of the
returned links. This feature is simple but very
useful: when users scroll down a screen to
check a long results list it is easy to get lost
without sequential numbers.

Based on the statistics, EZ2Find (8)
included the most features in this category.
SurfWax (home page indicator, page element
summary, and publishing date) contained the
most unique features.

Search control
Search control can customise searching by
selecting any of an array of control methods.
There are 15 search control features in this
category. The major advantage of search
control is to provide both quick control over a
search and more user-preferred retrieval
results. For instance, speed/timeout limits
search time. It is done by either limiting the
number of hits or setting a search time for
each included single SE. Result sorting is
crucial because less relevant or low-end
results in a result list are rarely viewed by
users. Relevance, Web page title, URL, search
engine source, and query response speed are
potential criteria against which returned Web
pages can be sorted. Relevance (seven MSEs)
and response speed (one MSE) were
respectively the most and least used sorting
criteria. A user preference � lter was very
common among all MSEs. In this type of
� lter, the most frequently used information
media types, formats, special topics such as
image, MP3, sport news, and so on were listed
in interfaces for users to select. Each MSE had

its own prede� ned items for user preference
� lter. The adult content � lter is used to
discard pornographic or violent materials
from retrieved results. The domain � lter limits
searches to a certain Web domain area such as
“.edu”, “.com”, or, “.gov”. The remote
search known as windows-in-windows (WIW)
offers a special window where users can search
a speci� c SE while browsing other Web pages.
Results per display page and results per search
engine can control the number of retrieved
Web pages and the number of retrieved Web
pages per SE for a MSE search result,
respectively. The max results feature sets a cap
or a maximum number of returned Web pages
per query for included SEs. Search term
highlight can highlight search terms in a result
list which can show a search term distribution
for users. The e-mail result option means you
can automatically send a search result from a
MSE to a speci� ed e-mail address. A subject
directory is a subject classi� cation system
supported and maintained by a MSE. This
feature can help users to narrow down a
search to a speci� c area and limit a search to
that area. Users” previous search preferences
(such as SE selection, time out limit, results
per page, � lters, etc.) can be saved in a user
pro� le saving option. It can not only reduce
the user’s memory demand but also speed up
future search processing. As shown in Table
III, subject directory, search engines options,
and user preference � lter were covered by 13,
16, and 17 MSEs respectively. Remote search,
sorting by speed, and domain � lter were only
covered by one MSE each. WebCrawler,
MetaCrawler, ProFusion, and Vivisimo
possessed 12, 12, 11, and nine features
respectively. At the other extreme, qbSearch
did not contain any of these features.

Table II Result presentation

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Description (20)
HTTP address (19)
Search engine source (18)
Relevance indicator (6)
Homepage indicator (1)
Return position (5)
Sequential number (13)
Subject path (1)
Page element summary (1)
Preview (5)
Publishing date (1)
Translation (2)
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Query speci� cation
Query speci� cation refers to the way that
users construct a query in a MSE (see Table
IV). Construction of an accurate search query
is fundamental and essential to a successful
search. Boolean logic is a primary mechanism
for users to represent their queries. It can be
divided into two groups: basic Boolean and
advanced Boolean. Basic Boolean just
processes simple one level term logic
relationships while advanced Boolean can
process multiple level logic relationships
where a Boolean logic expression can be an
operand. Truncation is used to control
various formats of a regular term in a query.
For example, “build *” (* is de� ned a special
truncation operator) will search for a cluster
of similar terms such as “build”, “building”,
“buildings”, “builder”, etc. Truncation
operators may vary from system to system.
The most frequently used truncation
operators are the asterisk (*), dollar sign ($),

or plus sign (+). A proximity search (“with”
and “near”) ensures that adjacent terms
appear in a full text, or within a certain
paragraph, or in the same sentence, or a � eld
(for example, title or abstract). Natural
language processing allows users to use
natural language or non-structural language
to express their information needs. The major
bene� t of natural language processing is that
users do not have to be familiar with system
query syntax and therefore it makes the
system more user-friendly.

It is obvious that all the MSEs offered basic
Boolean and truncation features. However,
only three (Mamma, IxQuick, and Kartoo)
provided natural language processing.

System monitoring
System monitoring provides a dynamic
summary for system searching, user query
input, and system processing (see Table V).
System monitoring dynamically shows the

Table IV Query speci�cation

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Boolean:
Basic (20)
Advanced (11)

Truncation (20)
Proximity (11)
Natural language (3)

Table III Search control

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Advanced search options (12)
Search engines options (16)
User preference �lter (17)
Speed/timeout (11)
Results per page (8)
Results per search engine (4)
Max. results (3)
Sorting by:

Relevance (7)
Title (alpha) (3)
URL (1)
Source (6)
Speed (1)

Adult content �lter (9)
Domain �lter (1)
Search terms highlight (10)
Remote search (1)
Subject directory (13)
Email results (5)
User pro�le saving (8)
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status of running queries. For instance, a
monitoring window would illustrate how
much search processing has been done. A
retrieval summary window lists the number of
retrieval results from all SEs individually. This
summary window usually only shows up
before the � nal results from each individual
SE are presented and disappears after the
results are ready. Finally, query observation is
a unique feature for a MSE. It can display the
most recent queries from other users. For
instance, Metaspy of MetaCrawler displayed
the ten most recent MetaCrawler search
queries for its users. The monitoring window
automatically refreshed every 15 seconds.

Of course system monitoring is not
essential to a MSE search. Therefore features
such as retrieval summary and query
observation were not offered by most of
MSEs.

Other features
Table VI lists other related features, including
hyperlink availability checking, clustered
analysis, visualisation, and authority control.
These features can not be classi� ed into any of
the previous � ve categories, but they are
important parts of a MSE.

The related search feature can expand or
revise a user’s next search based on an initial
search result. Nine of the MSEs did not have
this feature. Multi-languages support allows
multiple language search or result display. It
includes multi-language interface and multi-
language search. Multi-language interface
means users can select a language for its
interface. It is essential for users whose native
languages are not English. Only six MSEs had
this feature. Multi-language searching implies
all retrieval results can be in a user-preferred
language. Notice that if users select a
preferred non-English language and still use
English terms in their queries, returned
results are in the preferred language and
original English words are not translated in
the returned pages. In other words, the MSEs
don’t automatically translate English query
terms into a selected preferred language.
EZ2Find, IxQuick, Ithaki, IBoogie, Kartoo,

and Vivisimo could process 15, 13, 12, 11,
� ve, and two language queries, respectively.
German (6), Spanish (5), French (5), and
Portuguese (5) were most covered languages.
Availability checking automatically identi� es
whether returned hyperlinks are reachable or
not. Some results may be dead links either
because their addresses are invalid or because
their connections can not be established
within a time limit. It is a very useful feature
due to the volatile nature of hyperlink-based
information on the Internet. The feature
discards invalid links from a result set.
Unfortunately, only Metor had this function.
Clustering analysis can automatically organise
search results into a meaningful subject
hierarchical structure, projecting complete
search results onto a subject tree. In fact, it is a
visual display of search results within a subject
directory framework. Five MSEs (Vivisimo,
IBoogie, Turbo10, EZ2Find, and
QueryServer) possessed this feature.
Visualisation represents search results visually
in a two (or three)-dimensional space. Kartoo
presented a visual thematic map that showed
the most important sites and linkage
relationships among various results. Authority
control can help users by selecting a narrower,
broader, or similar term for their search.
Unfortunately only SurfWax offered this
wonderful feature. Help/FAQ provides hints
or clues. All the MSEs integrated Help/FAQ
into their interfaces. Eight MSEs had a
bookmark function.

In this category, EZ2Find (5) and Kartoo
(5) stood out because they had more features
than the others. Kartoo and SurfWax were
unique because they had integrated
visualisation techniques and authority control
into their systems, respectively.

Conclusion

MSEs offer an excellent alternative for users
to improve both search effectiveness and
ef� ciency. Customised and advanced search
features may make them more appealing for
information professionals and personal users

Table V System monitoring

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Search processing monitoring (6)
Retrieval summary (2)
Query observation (1)
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alike. Some unique features of MSEs not only
distinguish them from single search engines,
but also make them indispensable information
tools on the Internet.

In this study, 20 MSEs were investigated.
Their features were characterised and
classi� ed into six categories: search engine
coverage, search results presentation, search
control, query speci� cation, system
monitoring, and other features. This study
has presented a detailed feature comparison
among the most popular MSEs, and analysis
of their both common and unique features.

Yahoo (14), LookSmart (13), and AltaVista
(13) were most included single SEs. In search
results presentation, description (20), URL
(19), search engine source (18), and
sequential number (13) were the most
implemented features. For search control,
features such as user preference � lter (17),
search engine options (16), subject directory
(13), and advanced search options (12) were
the most common features. Basic Boolean
search and truncation were two basic and
popular features in query speci� cation.
Search processing monitoring was included in
six MSEs. Since system monitoring is not an

essential feature for a MSE, most of them did
not offer it. In the other features category,
Help/FAQ (20) and related search (11) were
common features.

There are some extraordinary features with
low frequencies, such as page element
summary, homepage indicator, subject path,
publication date, remote search, domain
� lter, query observation, availability check,
visualisation, and authority control. It is the

unique features that help them survive in the
competitive MSE market.

The � ndings show that among the six
categories (coverage, results presentation,
search control, query speci� cation, system
monitoring, and other features), Kartoo (15,
3, 2, 6, 1, 5), Vivisimo (9, 6, 9, 5,0, 3),
InforGrid (16, 6, 7, 5, 1, 1), ProFusion (11, 6,
11, 4, 2, 1), and EZ2Find (8, 8, 6, 5, 0, 5)
included more features than others. In terms
of unique features, SurfWax (page element
summary, homepage indicator, publication

date, and authority control), Kartoo
(visualisation), IxQuick (remote search),
Metor (availability check),
WebCrawler(subject path), MetaCrawler

Table VI Other features

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T

Related searches (11)
Multi-languages support
(interface/searching) (6)

Interface (4)
Searching (5)

Chinese (3)
Danish (3)
Dutch (3)
Finnish (2)
French (5)
German (6)
Italian (4)
Japanese (3)
Norwegian (3)
Polish (4)
Portuguese (5)
Spanish (5)
Swedish (3)
Turkish (3)

Help/FAQ (20)
Availability checking (1)
Clustered analysis (5)
Visualisation (1)
Bookmark (8)
Authority control (1)
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(query observation), and Mamma (domain
� lter) were the best.

It was found that MSE techniques have
developed dramatically; the feature update
frequency was very high. New MSEs emerged
rapidly. Ion the other hand, it was not
surprising that existing MSEs kept going out
of business.

It is clear that this study only focused on
MSE feature analysis. A MSE with great
features does not mean it is user-friendly. A
usability study on MSEs would provide a
quite different perspective.

We hope these research � ndings help users
to select and use a MSE, and MSE developers
to design more reliable ones.
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